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Middle School Classroom Tour 30 Jul Some of the links in this post are affiliate links that support the content
on this site. Read my disclosure statement for more information. It is classroom reveal time, so join me on a
tour around my middle school classroom. This year I started completely fresh. My school repaints the walls
and waxes the floor during the summer, so I have to pack everything up before I leave for the summer. This
always feels like a pain, but it gives me the freedom to start completely over each year. And for me, I love
that. Decorating my classroom is my favorite thing to do at the start of the year. Ask any teacher in my
schoolâ€” I am all over middle school classroom decorations. Here is what my classroom looked like when we
started. Heaping piles of boxes and furniture? Sad and in need of color? Wonderful sister who drove 3 hours
with a car full of items she bought for my classroom? Here is the floor plan of my classroom. It is smaller than
the other classrooms by 5 feet width wise. However, I have large windows that look out to trees and a large
field. I have had classrooms with no windows before, so I will take all the vitamin D that I can get. I have lots
of white space that can be stapled right into. I have also had classrooms with concrete walls, and there was
nothing I could do to keep things on the wall, so I love that all I have to do in this classroom is use a stapler.
Before I start decorating, I make a plan for the space. Where is my small group area going to be? How are
students going to enter and exit? Where are they going to pick up handouts? Where are students facing a
majority of class? I use those questions to guide where I might place my anchor charts, word wall, and other
pertinent information. You can see more tips on decorating your classroom here. It is my best classroom yet!
Form follows function in my room, so although it is pretty, I spent all last year making mental lists about what
would fit best and where things should go. I am eager to see how well routines function in my new class set
up. I have used trays in the past, and they require a horizontal surface to live on. That was too much space
wasted in my tiny room, so now work gets turned into the wall folders. I have one for each class period my
classes are named after the colleges that the teaching staff attended. This area also houses no name papers and
extra homework copies. If a student loses their homework, they do not need to ask me for an additional copy
because they can help themselves. It positively states all the behavioral expectations I have for students, so up
on the wall it goes. There is no subject students struggle with a fixed mindset more than in math.
Mathematical Mindsets was a summer read that had lots of research on the power of a growth mindset. I wrote
about it more in detail here. This poster set will stay up all year! I love my objective board area set up. The
homework section is high enough for every student can see it. I have plenty of space to write one or two
objectives. And my opening routine section is on point. Everything should be printed on neon card stock.
Also, let us not forget about my sentence stem speech bubbles. It is situated right in the center of class. At this
point, you should know that I love Ikea. I use an Ikea cart that is on casters to wheel around me. I have
reference charts and multiplication charts in page protectors and hooked onto the cart using binder clips and
rings. The cart also holds whiteboards, markers, and erasers. Whiteboards keep small group students engaged.
Fraction strips and tiles are on the bottom shelf. This area of the room is where I teach my introduction to new
material. I use this whiteboard space that is taped off with washi tape to record points for each class or any
missing work. Also, this eraser is a game changer. The hand signals can be found here and is one of the
routines and procedures that is a must teach for middle school. My teacher desk area is a work in progress. I
like being able to look out the window while I work during my planning period, but it feels too available for
students. We will have to see how it goes. I think open storage keeps you more organized and clutter free, so I
am a fan. Also, loving my light box from Michaels. You can find a similar one here. The pockets are holding
pictures that I printed out. It is also what I used to label my supply bins. I can switch out the pictures really
easily too. I have also chosen some of my most memorable student art to hang here. Also, the black and white
picture of me teaching was a Teacher Appreciation present that my principle gave to all the teachers last year.
She hired a professional photographer to take pictures of us in action. And the clipboard holds my rosters, but
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I prefer to hang it cute side face up. I put up new words as we learn them, and I place them under the
appropriate category. By the end of the year, this wall is completely covered. My bulletin boards are painted
navy. They appear black in the photos. The borders are from the Target dollar section. I stocked up, so that I
can replace them if they wear out over the course of the following years. That is how much I love them! I plan
on posting relevant anchor charts based on our current unit on the blank center board. My mastery trackers
will go on the third board. Our campus tracks student mastery of each state standard. It is hard to not fill up all
the bulletin board space right now, but I need space to allow my classroom to grow. This board satisfies many
requirements made by my school. I must have posted grades, enduring understandings, and essential
questions. Another example of batch processing saving time and energy. This area is for my advisory. For
those of you wondering about student work, I like to display it on the bulletin boards outside my classroom for
all to see. Alas, we have made it all around the room. Here is my door. The file on the door is where students
pick up handouts for the day on the way into class. See, a middle school classroom can be bright and fun!
Who is excited to get started? Who has already started?
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2: Math Review Games for the Middle School Classroom
Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School (MTMS) is an official peer-reviewed journal of the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics and is intended as a resource for middle school students, teachers, and teacher educators.

Read my disclosure statement for more information. Finally, finally, I read the book, and I am glad I did! This
means that every teacher at one point has been recommended this book. Am I making this up? Below, I have
outlined some essential middle school routines to teach. Some, I have seen effective teachers implement as
well as ones that magically existed in my classroom. Warm up Where do students get the warm up? When
should they start on it? Are they allowed to talk during this time? Turns out, I did. It is better to be proactive
than reactive as a teacher or you will have students who run in and out of your classroom or fake trip and fall
or are switching up chairs or a variety of other things that are not what you want. My expectation is that they
are silent once they walk through the door. This helps my class get off to a calm and focused start. Sharpen
Pencils When students need to sharpen their pencils, they raise their hand and make the letter P in sign
language, so I can simply nod or tell them to wait. That is one procedure that has worked for me. Students
know that they must always ask permission which eliminates any rude interruptions while I am teaching. What
is so hilarious, is that I frequently go to meetings where I have to ask to borrow a pen. Trade and Grade Papers
Once your students have mastered this procedure, you get some of your weekend back and students receive
immediate feedback. It is a win for everyone. When teaching this procedure, make sure to chunk instructions.
This is how I might walk students through this. And waiting on one more personâ€¦1. When I say go, you are
trading with your shoulder partner. Restroom When are students allowed to use the restroom in your class? Do
they sign out? Do you sign them out? Check out the brilliant procedure Noelle used in her classroom. Hand
Signals When students raise their hands, you are subjecting yourself to a pandora box when you call on them.
This will save you so much energy. While working with my small group, I would stop what I was doing to
walk across the classroom to address a raised hand, only to be asked to go to the restroom. When Someone
Enters Do your students talk to office aides or other teachers when they enter your classroom? Teach them that
only the teacher addresses guests and if they have something they must add, they have to put up the hand
signal for comment or question. Emergency Procedures Most schools are different, but one routine has
remained the same during every emergency procedure, students are silent. For headaches, I ask them to take
some deep breathes and drink some water. I rarely allow students to go to the nurse because then it will never
stop. Get into the habit of sympathizing with your student and telling them that they are strong enough to
tough it out. Dismissal procedures There is a lot that goes on at the end of the school day which means there
are a lot to forget. I was notorious for forgetting to stack chairs at the end of the day, so that my classroom
floors could get cleaned. I designated one student as the official reminder person. She reminded me everyday
at 4: Here are the questions you must answer with what I have found works the best. How many chairs get
stacked? No more than 5 Where do they get stacked? Shoulder partner What do you do when you are done?
Stand next to your table Technology Learning with technology is a privilege. When you threaten that you will
take away the iPad or computer, make sure to follow through. Have a packet of work copied and ready to hand
out to students who are choosing to be off task or treat the technology with disrespect. Other procedures to
think about is how does the technology get passed out and put away. Cell phones My school has a strict policy
that if you have your cell phone out or if it goes off, teachers collect them, and parents have to come pick them
up. Most schools are not like that though. While phones can be tools, they can also serve as a distraction. You
could try this or try this. Calculators There are many procedures that must be taught regarding this equipment
especially if they belong to the school. I found that having calculators on the wall and students picking one up
on the way in seemed to work pretty well. Make sure that you have a routine in place when calculators stop
working or run out of batteries. Passing In Papers Do students make a pile at their table? Do students get up
and turn in the assignment to a tray? If you have individual desks, do students pass the paper up, back, or
across? General Group Procedures How do students get into groups? What is the expectation of the group
members? Do you have roles? My students sit at tables, so they naturally have a group to work with. When, I
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had desks in pairs we addressed how to move the desks, where to move them, and what the expectations were
of the different people. This is a great idea! Small Group Procedures Check out this post for some of the
routines I have used. Attention Getter When you get students attention, what are they supposed to do? They
probably need to do all of these things, so be prepared to practice this with your students several times. Quiz
and Test Procedures This is a procedure that you do not have to teach the first few days of school, but you
need to teach the first few times you give a test or quiz, so make sure to allow enough time for that. Make sure
to teach how you want students to turn in their tests, what they need to do after they have finished, and how to
treat testing folders if you use them. Supply Procedures Routines in place â€” what to do when my glue stick
runs out? What if I need to sharpen my colored pencil? Who picks up trash? I use table bins with just enough
supplies to keep things manageable, and I have a student organize them at the end of each day. That is a long
list! Remember, teaching these middle school routines on the first day is near impossible, but teaching this
over the first week is doable. I like to teach my lessons like normal, but keep each day with minutes of flex
time to teach and practice a routine when it comes up. What middle school routines are the most important in
your classroom? What procedures would you add to this list?
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3: Modern Strategies for Teaching Middle School Math
The Middle School Mathematics test is designed to certify examinees as teachers of middle school mathematics.
Examinees have typically completed a bachelor's program with an emphasis in mathematics.

According to a recent report by the U. Department of Commerce , although women fill close to half of all jobs
in the U. And the STEM gender gap starts well before students enter the job market: The crux of the STEM
gender gap problemâ€”and the solutionâ€”may lie in middle school math classrooms. Another new study ,
funded by the U. National Science Foundation, found that a lack of confidence in math skills prevents many
girls from pursuing a college degree in all STEM-related majors. Interestingly, the study of 4, students from
high schools nationwide found that while boys tended to overrate their abilities in mathematics, girls
underrated them. The study also found that tenth-grade girls who reported being confident of their math skills
were about twice as likely to select a science, math, or computer science major. The key is building confidence
at school and at home. Want to read more about closing the STEM gap for girls? Download the white paper!
Annenberg Learner offers a variety of creative STEM lesson plans for middle school students involving math,
including: Use a scene from Alice in Wonderland to introduce negative exponents and the rules for dividing
powers. Examine the difference in the number of revolutions for each of two gears in a model, in order to
understand the significance of the radii of the gears. Explore quadratic functions by using a motion detector
known as a Calculator Based Ranger CBR to examine the heights of the different bounces of a ball. Turning
social activities like playing board games and darts into math lessons: Shows how middle school math
teachers are making math fun. Teaching Channel Presents provides an hour of inspiration for middle school
teachers. Students collaborate to complete engineering challenges requiring design, collaboration, calculations,
and predictions. Shoder , a nonprofit devoted to helping students master 21st century workforce skills and
pursue STEM careers, provides free interactive online materials that use science, math, and computer science.
A set of free, online courseware for explorations of science and mathematics. A walk through the creation of a
simple computerized galaxy. Fractal modeling, biomedical modeling, and other interactive lessons are being
developed. Other middle school STEM activities involving math include: The National Parks Service: One of
many prestigious universities that offer STEM summer programs for middle school students. Check out the
universities in your area and encourage your students to apply! This multi-year competition motivates interest
in STEM learning among students by tapping into their passion for playing and making video games. Design a
board game: One of many museums that offer apps and online activities for kids interested in science, math,
and technology. This PBS science show offers a treasure trove of videos and articles on evolution, nature,
physics, mathâ€”and much more! Answers the age-old question: How will I ever use fill in the blank with a
math skill in everyday life?
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4: Math Placement - Middle School / Math Placement - Middle School
The Middle School Math Teacher, Sumter, South Carolina. 4K likes. This page will be a meeting place for middle school
math teachers to share ideas and to.

Thus, getting rid of this fear of middle school math from the students can be a tough job for the teachers.
Apart from handling the students, the teacher should be well aware of the particulars they need to cover
without going over and beyond the required level. Middle school math contains topics such as: Mathematics at
middle school level should teach students to intelligently logic out the formulas and apply math in their
day-to-day life. Teaching math at middle school level can be very challenging. Teaching concepts, which are
applicable in real life, is a tough job, but with the collection of resources and questions to practice, the fear of
math in students can be tackled. This guide will provide various links to learn the topics and links to various
worksheets, which students can practice to judge their understanding of fundamentals and concepts on each of
the topics. Learning mathematics at any level can be fun provided proper concepts are embedded in the minds
of those who teach and in those who study them. In middle school, the child should be familiar with concepts
of fractions and identifying a fraction. They should be learning about equivalent and identical fractions. The
basic formulas of adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing should be imbibed. Students should also be
able to compare fractions and convert them into decimals. Word problems are the most difficult ones to tackle.
Conversion between various units can be asked from pupils. The students also desire converting decimals into
fractions. Teaching about Fractions - What, When, and How? Cynthia lessons - A link that shows the fun way
to learn about fractions Identifying Fraction - The formations of a fraction. Common denominator - Learning
this concept can help solve all the basic rules of a fraction Comparing decimals and fractions - This portal
helps in learning the conversion between decimals and fractions with a link to quiz to test your knowledge of
fractions, decimals and percentages. Learning decimals - A simple way to learn all the concepts associated
with this section in math. Middle school geometry introduces topics such as: Topics on angles, coordinate
planes and transformation should be introduced here. Congruency and similarity of triangles are the other
topics covered under this unit. Geometry for Junior and High School - A list of sites with information on
geometry for junior high and high school students. Dictionary of geometry - This site provides comprehensive
data on area and perimeter of various geometric figures. Interactive geometry - A concise guide to all the
topics in geometry section of the math. Worksheets - This webpage includes a number of free geometry
worksheets suitable for elementary and middle school students. Example Prep - A webpage with links to
worksheet and lesson plan activity ideas. Teachers companion - A PDF file on geometry for middle school
teachers companion problems. Algebra Understanding the concepts of coefficients, variables and polynomials
are expected of the students here. This section of math introduces solving of algebraic equations Evaluation of
algebraic polynomials along with the application of basic mathematics formula on the expressions are needed.
This is a tough section and usually students take time before they settle in this section. Higher concepts - To
dwell into higher concepts of mathematics and algebra this site can be visited. The list consists of various
links. Worksheets - A webpage with links to worksheets for middle school algebra Video lessons on algebra Provides video lessons on all most all the topics in math. Middle school Algebra - Articles related to middle
school algebra Other mathematics In mathematics , a percentage is a way of expressing a number as a fraction
of This concept of math is applied in daily life as well; therefore having a grasp on this subject is essential.
Students are required to calculate percentages of amount given to them. Word problems form a mandatory part
of this section. Learning percentage - A simple interactive guide to learn percentages. Tutorials - This guide
provides all the formula pertaining to this topic in math. Interactive percentage â€” A webpage with
explanation of how to use a 10 x 10 grid to explain basic concept of percent, and solve various types of
percent problems Math Quizzes - An interactive quiz on percentage of numbers This unit in mathematics
covers all the basic operations in the domain on integers. Integers are natural numbers including 0 with all the
negatives of the non-zero natural numbers. Here, basic mathematics formulas should also be taught to the
students. Interactive learning - Learning integers in an interactive environment. Grabbing concepts - All the
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topics on integers. Linked to all â€” A great list of resourceful links. Additional Resources Making
mathematics come alive with technology - Roles of technology in the teaching and learning of mathematics
Development of Algebraic Thinking at the Middle School Level - The study is to provide a developmental
account of generalization involving patterning activity among a cohort of middle school children. Free math
worksheets - These are interactive worksheets to practice Fraction Worksheets - A worksheet to practice
fraction for better understanding. Decimal Worksheets - Speedway to learn decimals Algebra Worksheets This site has worksheets for all levels of learners of algebra. Online Quiz - This quiz judges the students on
their skills in math. Decimal Quiz - Practices operations on decimal figures. Integer Quiz - Basic level quiz
which gradually progresses to a tougher level Percentage Quiz - To practice questions on fundamentals of
percentage.
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5: Middle School Teacher Salary | PayScale
Description: Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School (MTMS) is an official peer-reviewed journal of the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics and is intended as a resource for middle school students, teachers, and teacher
educators.

The resources below are proof of that connection through fractals, architecture, tessellations and 3-D
geometric figures. Some sites are like art galleriesâ€”just for visiting, but others involve students in creating
their own artistic designs. All involve significant mathematics! The lessons begin with a discussion of why we
study fractals and then provide step-by-step explanations of how to make fractals, first by hand and then using
Java applets. But the unit goes further; it actually explains the properties of fractals in terms that make sense to
students and teachers alike. The Fractal Science Kit allows users to generate their own fractals. In another
area, Geometry in Architecture , students are led to recognize the geometric shapes in buildings and other
structures. Hart, polyhedral master, gives ideas and instructions on how to construct polyhedral models from
paper, soda straws, wood, and the Zometool kit. Although Hart does not give step-by-step directions here, he
does make his ideas clear and shows a picture of each model. Links to illustrations show the golden section at
work. The Mathematical Art of M. Escher Tessellations and Escher have become practically synonymous!
This web site examines the mathematics behind his complex drawings. We Want Your Feedback We want and
need your ideas, suggestions, and observations. What would you like to know more about? What questions
have your students asked? We invite you to share with us and other readers by posting your comments. Please
check back often for our newest posts or download the RSS feed for this blog. Let us know what you think and
tell us how we can serve you better. We appreciate your feedback on all of our Middle School Portal 2
publications. You can also email us at msp msteacher.
6: 20 Must Teach Middle School Routines - Maneuvering the Middle
Description Differentiated Instruction for the Middle School Math Teacher is a practical and easy-to-use resource for
teaching a standards-based math curriculum to all learners.

7: tessellations | Middle School Math and Science
Middle School: Mathematics, Interactive Practice Test Use this interactive practice test to prepare for the Middle School:
Mathematics test (). This full-length practice test lets you practice answering one set of authentic test questions in an
environment that simulates the computer-delivered test.

8: Middle School Math and Pre-Algebra: Printables and Worksheets
Strategies for Teaching Middle School Math. As any teacher or parent of a middle school student knows, there are shifts
in attitudes and behaviors with the onset of adolescence.

9: Math Middle School Education Master's Degree Program Online | WGU
Because so many of the middle school math subjects overlap within the games, I've split the list according to the type of
game it is. That way if you're looking for a specific style of game, like an online computer game or a board game, you
can easily find it.
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